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“Credibility crisis” in 
scientific research

With brief episodes 
from:

 Epidemiology

 Political science

 Economics

 Sociology

 Psychology

Image: Wikimedia commons [as reproduction of public domain work of art]
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1. Incentives for researchers
to find some outcomes
for studies versus others.

2. Undisclosed flexibility in
the researchers’ analysis
and reporting choices.

The root problems:

3. Weak practices for allowing
work to be re-assessed after
publication.

Root problem #1

Stronger incentives to find some study 
results versus others.

Image: Wikimedia Commons [as unrestricted]

1. Incentives for researchers
to find some outcomes
for studies versus others.

2. Undisclosed flexibility in
the researchers’ analysis
and reporting choices.

The root problems:

3. Weak practices for allowing
work to be re-assessed after
publication.

Root problem #2

Undisclosed flexibility in researchers’ 
analysis and reporting choices.

Image: Wikimedia Commons [as unrestricted]
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1. Incentives for researchers
to find some outcomes
for studies versus others.

2. Undisclosed flexibility in
the researchers’ analysis
and reporting choices.

The root problems:

3. Weak practices for allowing
work to be re-assessed after
publication.

Root problem #3

Weak capacity for work to be re-assessed 
after publication.

Image: Wikimedia Commons [as unrestricted]

“The first 
principle is 

that you must 
not fool 

yourself—and 
you are the 

easiest 
person to 

fool.”
Richard Feynman (1974 Caltech commencement)

Image: Wikimedia commons [as public domain]
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Collective benefits of efforts to 
ensure explicit reproducibility of 

research 

1. Increasing credibility of research by showing 
its availability to be verified (even if 
verification in practice is rare)

2. Increasing usefulness of work for others

Image: Creative Commons Images [CC-BY 2.0 to BFS Man]

Overarching principle

Archiving and deciding how best to organize 
workflow are some people’s whole jobs.

Use their wisdom and tools whenever possible.
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Major aspects of reproducibility initiatives

APSA [political science] Code of Ethics revision (2012): 
“researchers have an ethical obligation to facilitate 
evaluation of their evidence based knowledge claims”

1. Data access: “provide access to [the data used] or 
explain why they cannot”

2. Production transparency: “full account of the 
procedures” for collecting or generating data

3. Analytic transparency: “clearly explicate the links 
connecting data to conclusions”

Image: by permission Rebecca McDonald

Data access
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Addressing common objections to data availability policies

1. Any data availability policy in mainstream social science will 
have the possibility of exemption

2. Possibilities of embargoes or providing narrow replication 
packages for researchers concerned about “research 
parasites”

3. Emphasis on appropriate crediting for data collection

[image: CC-BY 2.0 by Matt Duboff via Creative Commons Images]

“What’s wrong with 
just posting data on my 

own website?”

(Third-party options still 
allow you to link 

from your own website.)

In low-trust scenarios, 
concerns about being 

able to modify data 
after the fact.

Third-party solutions provide 
long-term assurance of 
availability without being 
dependent on investigator.

[Image: CC-BY to Andrea Goh via Flickr]
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(Most closely connected to
“professional” data archiving.)

(Most designed around supporting whole project 
process, but can be used just to deposit data.)

(Most focused on providing archive for 
storing replication packages associated 

with particular papers.)

(Most unfamiliar to your webinar leader.)

Major social science repository options

Image: by permission Rebecca McDonald

Production Transparency
“full account of the procedures” 
for collecting or generating data
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AAPOR Disclosure Standards

https://www.aapor.org/Standards-Ethics/

AAPOR Reporting Standards

https://www.aapor.org/Standards-Ethics/
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Image: Hopewell et al. 2011 Trials. 
doi: 10.1186/1745-6215-12-253 [CC:BY]

Flow diagrams
for documenting

differences 
between
potential 

participants
and analytic 

sample

Image: from data in public domain
http://dx.doi .org/10.7910/DVN/FUO7FC

Study registration 
(“pre-registration”) 

as a way of 
verifiably 

distinguishing 
confirmatory 

analyses from post 
hoc explanations
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Ingredients of 
a pre-analysis 

plan

1. Study design
2. Study sample
3. Outcome measures
4. Planned moderators or 

mediators
5. Families of mean effects
6. Any multiple comparisons 

adjustments?

7. Planned subgroup 
analyses?

8. Direction of effect (one-
sided tests)

9. Model specifications
10.Time stamp

[Image: CC-BY to Andrea Goh via Flickr]

Image: by permission Rebecca McDonald

Analytic Transparency
“clearly explicate the links 

connecting data to conclusions”
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Projects should have 
a chain of code that 

takes one all the 
way from raw data 

to every result 
provided in a paper.

[Image: CC-BY 2.0 by Marc Falardeau]

Use a clear folder structure for a project

One project, one folder
Key principles 

for reproducible
workflow #1
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Keep raw data 
separate from 
datasets you make
using the raw data

Do not change
the raw data file 
(except as updated by others)

Document data
versions used

A system for keeping track of files that 
you may want to revert to.

Use version control
Key principles 

for reproducible
workflow #2

Also to ensure that collaborators are 
working with newest version of files and 
not inadvertently forking each other’s 
work.
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Formal version 
control 

solutions offer 
big advantages, 
but realistically 

may people 
prefer “DIY” 

solutions

Key concepts of formal 
version control solutions

1. Single folder (“repository”) for project

2. You can “check out” parts of a project that 
you want to revise

3. You “commit” your changes when you are 
done, so they are checked back in

4. A log is maintained of what changes are 
made and by whom

5. You can revert to any past commit
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Unless absolutely necessary, find a solution in 
which all collaborators can work out of same 
folder.

Effective DIY version control

When not necessary, have sancrosanct system 
by which somebody making changes in their 
folder announces that they are doing so and 
provides changes when they are done.

Problem with using names like:
MakeIncomeVariables-20190815jf.do
for new versions of files.

If you must do this, keep the simple name 
(MakeIncomeVariables.do) for the new versions 
of files and use long names 
(MakeIncomeVariables-OLD-20190815.do) for 
past versions.  

Put old files in a subfolder called “archive” or “old.”

Effective DIY version control
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You must have script (batch, command, 
.do) files for everything.

Key principles 
for reproducible

workflow #3

If you use point-and-click menus 
sometimes (I do), still make sure to
paste the syntax that those menus 
generate so that you can run it as a 
script file.

Have a single master script 
[.do] file that calls the other script [.do] 

files for a project 

Key principles 
for reproducible

workflow #4
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Script files for complicated projects

1. Use separate .do files for distinct tasks
2. Use separate file(s) for data cleaning and 

analysis.
3. Save intermediate datasets of different 

points of variable construction and an 
ultimate analysis dataset.  
 Save in a separate folder from raw data.  I use a 

folder called “derived” for this purpose.

4. Results should be based exclusively on 
analysis datasets.

Put “Mission statement” at the top of 
each script file that documents what it 
file does
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Each table and graph should have its own 
script file (called from master .do file)

Use relative paths (and working 
directories) whenever possible.

use SociologyPhDsMerged.dta, clear

use “C:\Users\Jeremy\Dropbox\PhD 
Study\SociologyPhDsMerged.dta”, clear

use ../Data/WLS_Marriage_MergedRawData, clear

DO THIS:

NOT THIS:

Key principles for 
reproducible
workflow #5
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Be mindful of possibility of 
version changes for any add-on 
packages (if plausible that they could 
update and change results).

1. Record version information

2. Consider including add-ons in replication package

Key principles 
for reproducible

workflow #6

ALWAYS set the seed value for the 
random number generator if 
routines using random numbers 
are used.

Key principles 
for reproducible

workflow #7

Minimize ever re-typing or simple 
copy-pasting of results from 

statistical packages into a paper

Key principles 
for reproducible

workflow #8

1. Automated solutions for producing regression 
tables (e.g. estout in Stata)

2. You can program producing your own output in 
easily copied ways for tables the software 
package does not do automatically (in Stata, 
not hard once you understand the display and 
return/ereturn commands)
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Platforms
like LaTeX
allow you
to integrate
results and
graphs in
ways that
automatically
update text

Dynamic document generation 
(RMarkdown, features in Stata 15+) 
allow you to produce a formatted 
document from text and code contained 
in a single command file. 
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Document code thoroughly…
Key principles 

for reproducible
workflow #9

…but make code self-
documenting whenever possible

Key principles 
for reproducible

workflow #9

Use variable names long enough to 
be clear (but not excessive)

Use mnemonic variable names
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Write clean code in script files
Key principles 

for reproducible
workflow #10

1. Other people (including future you) can figure 
out what code is supposed to do

2. Multiple people can work on the same code in 
a productive way

3. Minimizes errors even for work without 
collaborators

4. Avoids the problem of code-shyness as a 
reason to be reluctant to share work.

Google’s style guide for R
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Use predetermined maximum 
line length (e.g. 80 characters)
and stick to it as much as you can

Clean code 
tip #1

Use all lowercase variable names 
(convert dataset at the outset 
if necessary)

(Real example 
where I didn’t 
do this and 
regretted it)

Clean code 
tip #2
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Use indentation and vertical white 
space to make your script file easy to 
follow.

Clean code 
tip #3

Use macros, loops, and programs to 
eliminate redundancy in code

gen first_intv_date = .
forvalues i = 1(1)11 {

replace first_intv_date = r`i'iwend /// 
if first_intv_date == . & r`i'iwend < .

}

Larger point: don’t repeat yourself in code 
whenever possible because it is easy to 
introduce errors when re-typing or revising

Clean code 
tip #4


